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CHAPTER-1 
Introduction 
Since the inception of printing press, there are increasing amount of 
literature available which are still growing at very fast rate day by day. As for 
as libraries and information centers are concerned their dwindling budget, 
scanty of resources as well as man power, problem of space, increasing 
amount of literature and increasing demand of users and to flilflll them at 
right time have compelled information scientist to think about such techniques 
which can overcome these problems and able to ftilfiU the needs of their 
community. 
The information explosion accompanied by the rapid developments in 
the field of information technology has redefined the manner in which 
information products and services are rendered worldwide. One of the most 
profound impact of the IT development on the information industry has been 
the paradigm shift from a paper-based media to the electronic media. 
Among the various electronic storage devices the CD-ROM (Compact 
Disc-Read Only Memory) is one of the best storage media, because of its 
excellent features such as huge storage capacity, easy transportability, safety, 
durability and security of information. The CD-ROMs are altering the 
traditional print media. The major application areas of CD-ROMs are 
information distribution, academic research system, publishing, software 
storage, libraries and others. 
A CD-ROM can hold around 700 megabytes of data which means that 
a single disc can hold large databases including full texts of multivolume 
encyclopedias and dictionaries or hundreds and thousands of bibliographic 
records. CD-ROM databases have not only several advantages over the print 
media but also have some noteworthy advantages over online databases. 
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CD-ROM databases can be searched in house using relatively cheap 
hardware with no need for potentially troublesome telecommunication 
networks. The search software in CD-ROM databases is mostly flexible and 
straightforward to use as its menu is more user friendly than the command 
driven approach of most online services. 
The widening gap between so-called 'information rich' and 'information poor' 
countries has been the focus of many studies during the last few decades. 
Most researchers are agreed that a multitude of factors was responsible for it 
and proposed different solutions for bridging this gap. However, after the 
introduction of CD-ROM, many of them were convinced that this technology 
would play a vital role in bridging the divide. 
Many authors, during the early days of CD-ROM, had high praise for 
this technology as an economical alternative to online searching & considered 
CD-ROM a useftil technology for libraries and information centers located in 
'isolated' areas. They felt that CD-ROM was suitable for the prevailing 
information infrastructure and requirements of developing countries. 
Library and information professionals in developing countries were excited to 
have access to information on a scale, speed and convenience previously 
unknown to them. Several libraries in developing countries took the initiative 
and successftilly established CD-ROM based information retrieval facilities. 
Several donors also came forward with projects to demonstrate the potential 
and appropriateness of this technology to developing countries. As initially 
CD-ROM products were largely bibliographic in nature, and realizing the 
poor and outdated library collections in developing countries, several donor 
agencies started supplying fiill-text materials on CD-ROM, particularly 
prepared lor developing countries. They proposed that leading CD-ROM 
publishers should cooperate with donor agencies to make CD-ROM products 
more affordable for developing countries. 
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CD-ROM stands for compact Disc Read Only Memory and represent 
a way of digitally storing large amounts of information in a way that's 
easy to search and retrieve. This media of storage and retrieval come 
into existence in the late 1980*8 Like Microfilm, CD-ROMs also allow 
to store large collections of printed material in a much smaller space, 
CD-ROMs can store detailed colour images, sound and can be 
searched, allowing you to focus on only the information you want. It 
can store any sort of printable information, but the most common uses 
are for periodical indices and abstracts, statistical databases, and 
multimedia exhibits. CD-ROM is one of the fast growing storage and 
dissemination technologies. 
Characteristics 
CD-ROM has the following architecture: 
120 mm 
1.2 mm 
1:6 nanometers 
780 nanometers 
0,68 GB 
1 
26 gms 
The CD-ROM is being used for recording of textual, audio and 
visual data. It has storage capacity of 600 MB to 700 MB of data. One 
CD-ROM can store approximately 300000 A4 size pages 1500 Floppy 
Disks (5.25")/800 Floppy Disks (8")/I0 reels of 1600 bpi Magnetic 
Tapes/18000 pages of computer present the CD-ROM drives with 52 x 
speed are available and its minimum transfer rate is 150 KB per 
second. The approximate life of a CD is about 50 years. 
Diameter 
Thickness 
Track Pitch 
Laser wave lengths 
Data Capacity per layer 
Layers 
Weight 
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It has been the latest and most important media in the area of IT 
in the recent years. The optical recording for the storage of vast 
amount of data and its speedy retrieval made reality by this media. 
This media has gained due popularity in the developing world as well 
in short span of time. 
This technology made its way to the development of Erasable 
Optical Disc (EOD), which has made its users, eligible to erase and 
record information, it is, no doubt, playing a vital role in the sector of 
buiineis, education, medicine, law, government etc. 
The CDs are produced by professional associations, some by on 
line companies like dialog and other by a plethora of commercial 
publishers like the H.W. Wilson Company, UMI, Silver Platter, etc. 
1. ADVANTAGES OF CD-ROM DATABASE 
Because the information is so nicely packaged on CD-ROM is 
to easy for users forget other complementary sources. Users are often 
unaware of the context in which they are searching it is mainly for 
improving the overall information service of the library and 
information centers. The CD-ROM provides more accurate and up-to-
date information with a much wide scope, then the hard copy 
equivalents. 
The CD-ROM media is user friendly. It has established itself 
with remotable speed as an essential information retrieval tool. Many 
libraries having CD-ROM products are providing qualitative and 
effective .services to users who now commonly exploit to perform their 
own literature searches and to handle large quantity of text in 
electronic format. 
J. J. High Storage Capacity and Reliable: 
As mentioned above it can store huge amount of data. It 
facilitates end users searching and saves information retrieval time, 
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besides offering safety of data compared to printed indices and 
abstracts CD-ROM databases permit the users to search many year, 
data in single and simple step. The search software is flexible and is 
relatively state forward to use. 
J. 2. Multimedia Capacity: 
CD-ROM discs have multimedia capacity as different types of 
data viz. conventional text and numeric data with audio, computer 
graphics, video or digital photographic images can coexist on a single 
CD-ROM disc. These data can be accessed simultaneously which is 
not possible with other storage media 
1.3 Cost Effective: 
It is cost effective medium of bringing computerized literature 
searching and powerful data retrieval facilities to library users. In 
online services, cost normally increases with the usage. Database while 
in CD-ROM once installed, it can be used without further incremental 
cost. 
1.4 Output Device: 
As far as libraries are concerned either it was very difficult for 
the librar'es to keep the backup of their huge library databases, i.e. 
OPAC because the floppy discs are not only unreliable but also has 
very limited capacity for storage. Now CD-ROM and CD-RW are 
available for the backup purpose, which can store huge databases in a 
single CD and also after greater safety from virus. 
1.5 Portability and Durability: 
Por ability aspect of CD-ROM is impressive feature in many 
ways. Other mass storage medium, such as magnetic tapes and hard 
discs are more sensitive and more bulky, their storage life is about 10-
50 years. 
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1.6 Ability to Store graphical data: 
Another advantage of CD-ROM is its graphic capability diagran^ 
graphics, tables, maps, illustrations etc. can be reproduced on screen 
as well as through printer. 
/. 7 Enhanced Retrieval Capabilities: 
It offers powerful method of information retrieval such as free 
text, controlled vocabulary searching and combining of concepts 
through Boolean logic. Some CDs provide menu-drive access for the 
novice and command driven for the experienced searchers. 
1.8 Easy and Unlimited Access: 
CD-ROM products provide an easy and unlimited access to the 
stored information as and when needed. The disc can be used 
repeatedly and allow unlimited access to the information similar to 
books. 
1.9 PCs and CD-ROM: 
CD- ROM is a powerful peripheral for personal computers and 
with the use of CD-drives, PCs can be transformed into a very 
powerful information resource. A convenient way of database 
searching can be obtained by combining PCs and CD-ROMs 
1.10 Controlled Cost: 
The cost of manufacturing discs and their distribution is low as 
compared to the amount of data it stores. The expensive access to large 
mainframe systems can be diminished by using CD-ROM data base 
on PCs. The cost of CD-ROMs are independent of the amount of 
searching time. 
1.11 Psych ological A dvantage: 
Searching on CD-ROM has a definite psychological advantage 
because the users are free from time pressure, they can try various 
Introifuction 
Strategies to obtain optimum results and there is no financial penalty 
for committing mistakes. 
1.J2 Data Protection: 
On CD-ROMs it is possibb to maintain the integrity, purity and 
permanence of data since there is no chance of accidental data erasure, 
head crash and any wear and tear because the R/W head does not touch 
the surface of the disc. 
1.13 Resource Sharing 
The most important advantage of a CD-ROM is however that 
the CDs are on network. Can be shared by an unlimited number of 
users, sitting at far off places and at their door step. 
CD-ROM has contain other advantages over other alternative 
means of delivering access to information sources: 
> No telecommunication changes 
> Costs are known in advance 
> Alter a wide variety of information at a various process. 
Some of latest multimedia reference titles are cheaper the print 
and offer exciting ways for users to gain access to information, i.e. 
Oxford Dictionary etc. 
2. DISADVANTAGES 
One of the short comings is the frequency of updating i.e. 
dissertation Abstracts online is updated monthly where as Dissertation 
Abstracts on Discs is updated annually. This is because of the 
production of master disc, their replication and mailing to subscribers 
is an expensive and time consuming process. 
Most of the CD-databases are available from nearing 1975 
onwards for retrospective searching whereas online databases are 
available from early 1960s lack of interface standard is another 
IntrocCitction 
drawback of CD-ROM products. More then 80 different kinds of 
software are currently in use a CD-ROM user needs to became familiar 
with many different systems and methods of searching, 
One of the most important disadvantages of a CD-ROMs that the 
CD-ROMs are very sensitive and requires almost care for preservation, 
Even a single scratch can make the CD-unusable for future are whereas 
in case of printed publication there is no such limitation. Other major 
disadvantages are 
2. J L imited Search ing 
Its main disadvantage is longer access time as compared to hard 
discs and online searching. Response rate is also very slow. Only one 
user can access a CD-ROM at one time so others have to wait for their 
turn, 
2.2 Read-Only Device 
Since it is a read-only device (i.e. data is stored permanently), 
the currency of information can not be maintained. 
2.3 Lack of Standardization 
It is a major barrier of CD-ROM. Standardization is essential for 
the flexibility. Through standardization, hardware and software in 
capabilities and differences in operating procedures can be minimized. 
3. INFORMATION RESOURCES ON CD-ROMS CAN BE OF 
THE FOLLOWING TYPES 
3.1 Bibliographic databases, 
3.2 Full texts, 
3.3 Library catalogues, 
3.4 Reference tools 
3.5 Subject reference Source 
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3.6 Computer publisher 
3.7 Multimedia products 
3.8 Other sources 
3.1 Bibliographic databases: 
The most widely used information products on CD-ROM are the 
bibliographic databases. These databases contain bibliographic 
references or citations, with or without abstracts to published literature 
sources such as books, journals, newspapers, reports, • patents and 
theses. Almost in every subject bibliographic databases are available 
on CD, which makes the dissemination of information faster. Sub files 
of major databases are also available to make them affordable to 
specialized libraries and individuals. Some of the important CD 
databases available are: 
S.No. Database Subject 
I Science Citation Index, Current 
Contents 
Science 
II Index Medicus Index to Dental 
Literature International Nursing 
Index 
Medicine 
III Excerpta Medica Medicme 
IV - Biology 
V - Agriculture 
VI Engineering Index Engineering 
VII Physics Abstracts Electric and 
Electronic Abstracts, Computer 
and Control Abstracts 
Physics electric and electronics 
computer 
VIII Psychological Abstracts Psychology 
IX Ciurent Index to Journals in 
Education, Resources in Education 
Education 
X Library & Information Science 
abstracts 
Lib & Inf Science 
Introefuction 
XI Library Literature Lib. & Inf. Science 
XII Math Sci Mathematics, Statistics, 
Computer Science 
xni Socio file Sociology, Social Work, 
Political Science 
XIV ABI/Inform Commerce, Business 
Management 
3.2 Full Texts 
Full text databases, specially journals, are published on CD-
ROM to a large extent. Most of these CD-ROM journals are the 
electronic versions of printed journals. Few examples arc given below: 
3.2.1 ADONIS (Advanced Document over Network Information 
Services) In the field of medicine, biotechnology, 
bioengineering biomedicine and genetics etc. 
3.2.2 lEEE/IEE Publication On disc (IPO) is a combination of 
records from the INSPEC database with full images of original 
documents published by Institution of Electrical and Electronic 
Engineers (USA) and institution of Electrical Engineers (UK). 
3.2.3 Neuro Medical a journal published by Informatics (India) Pvt. 
Ltd., Bangalore for National Institute of Mental Health and 
Neurosciences (NIMHANS), Bangalore, provides full text of 
three key Indian Journals in neurosciences and psychiatry. 
3.3 Library Catalogues 
CD-ROM databases of bibliographic records of major libraries 
are available for processing on local system s at customer sites. CD-
ROM catalogue support products meant for specific audiences are 
also available. These databases provide useful information appropriate 
to the items being catalogued by a given library. Union catalogues on 
CD-ROM form the most important tool in retrieving information 
10 
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regarding the holding of different libraries. Few examples of 
catalogues on CD-ROM are given below: 
3.3.1 Biblio File: a cataloguing support system developed by Library 
Corporation. 
3.3.2 CD MARC Bibliographic: a CD-ROM version of the LC 
MARC database. 
3.3.3 Lasser Cat: a cataloguing support system developed by 
Western Library network (WLN). The is the CD-ROM version of 
WLN database online. 
3.3.4 NUCSSI: National Union! Catalogue of Scientific Serials in 
India, published by INSDOC, India (now known as NISCAIR). 
3.8 Other Sources: 
Besides the types of resources as mentioned above, other sources 
of information on CD-ROM are also available. These include statistical 
products, software products, educational or instructional kits, 
professional materials, etc. few examples are given below: 
3.8.1 Agrl/State; published by Stater Hall. 
3.8.2 Statistical Masterfile: Published by Congressional 
information Service. 
3.8.3 CD-ROM Software From PC Quest: ( a software product). 
3.8.4 Lotus Smart Suite: A Lotus software product on CD-ROM 
published by padminis Polymers Ltd. New Delhi. 
3.8.5 Heart and ECG: A trilingual multimedia program on Heart 
and ECG, published by the Electronic Research and 
Development Centre, 
4. APPLICATION OF CD-ROM IN LIBRARY AND 
INFORMATION CENTRES: 
11 
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The CD-ROM seems to be the most practical, viable net the 
cheapest alternative form of media for improved information supply 
particularly for developing countries large mainframe computers and 
telecommunication networks are no larger needed it can accommodate 
substantial amount of information e.g. LISA database from 1969 till 
date covering over 1,35,000 abstracts can be accommodated on a 
single disc. For subscribing LISA on CD-ROM (LISA Plus), library 
will pay a fixed annual subscription, which will provide unlimited and 
unrestricted access to the users without incurring any further charges. 
It is updated an quarterly base and the subscription library receives it 
regularly, 
CD-ROM databases are now available in the form of 
bibliographic, referral numeric, full text formats, enabling the library 
to deliver in house access to its users on a variety of databases. As a 
result of CD-ROM is emerging as a successful collection building 
alternative particularly for budget starved libraries on account of its 
wide popularity. The number of titles published on CD-ROM is 
increasing year by year ever since 1985 it has crossed all estimated 
forecasts 
Following table provide number of titles published during last 
one decade :-
No. of Titles published on CD-ROM during 1985-2004 
Year No. of Title on CD-ROM 
1985 1 
1986 42 
1987 12 
1988 200 
1989 600 
1990 3000 
1992 4328 
12 
imwauciion 
1995 4420 
1998 51860 
2000 69210 
2004 79682C 
Source: 
(i) CD-ROMs in print, 2003 Meckler Publisiiing, London , Pvx. 
(ii) GALEDIRECTORY of database. 2004, 2v 2004 Gale, V.2 P. 50. 
Initially CD-ROM database were prepared for the different 
groups of audience such as engineers, scientists, professionals from the 
fields of medical science Law and finance, etc. But now CD-ROM is 
offering (iqual opportunities for libraries too, as a result, the library 
world has been witnessing the proliferation of CD-ROM products 
which are being used suitably for various library operation these 
present a unique opportunity to CD-ROM produces as well as libraries. 
4.1 ACQUISITION AND BOOK ORDERING: 
There are many bibliographic databases available on CD-ROM 
which can be used for acquiring books e.g. Ingram Book Co's Retail 
Laser Search System Comprises a CD-ROM drive linked to an IBM 
PC which allows orders to be placed electronically to Ingram. 
RR Bowker is producing CD-ROM called BIP Plus which 
holds all 5 books in print Publications (BIP, BIP Supplement, 
Forthcoming Booki. Subject Guide to BIP and Subject Guide to 
Forthcoming Books) all on one disc. BIP Plus, 1994/95 provides an 
access to 1.9 million titles. It is updated monthly, 
4.1.1 *Ulrlch's Plus 1994/95* provides access to over 1,45,000 titles 
list in Ulrich's International periodicals Directory. It provides 
access through twenty different access points like title, subject, 
frequency, etc. it is updated monthly different access points like 
title, subject, frequency, etc. It is updated monthly. 
13 
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4.1.2 Books out of print plus 1993/94 contains 5,50,000 out of print 
and indefinitely out of stock titles. It is updated quarterly. 
4.1.3 Books in Print with Book Reviews Plus 1993/94 contains all the 
information in BIP Plus with over 1,80,000 current full text book 
reviews from some important journals. It is updated monthly." 
4.1.4 The Serials Directory/EBSCO CD ROM is a CD ROM version 
of EBSCO's Serials Directory covering 1,13,000 serial 
publications including annuals, irregular and ceased titles. 
4.2 CATALOGUING: 
There are various cataloguing systems which make extensive use 
of CD-ROM bibliographic databases. Library Corporation of USA has 
introduced the first bibliographic database 'Biblio File' on CD-ROM, 
comprising four discs with over three million MARC records of all 
Library of Congress English Language Cataloguing since 1964 in 
addition to some popular titles since 1900. libraries can use the system 
for retrospective catalogue conversion, creating MARC tapes and 
printing catalogue cards and labels. New records can be added and 
edited Downloading of records is possible. 
4.2.1 Carrollton Press to UTLAS; MARVLS (MARC and REMARC 
video disc library system), a CD ROM product of Carrolton 
Press, allows searching of one million MARC records. It also 
has DISCON for retrospective conversion and DISCAT (a 
version of Bibliofile) for cataloguing. As Carrollton Press 
became linked with UTLAS following the purchase of both 
organizations by International Thomson, these products were 
discontinued excepting DISCON and LAWMARC. UTLAS 
markets DISCON as a retrospective • conversion package and 
offers it to libraries on a lease arrangement. It uses six CD 
14 
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ROMs mounted simultaneously to eliminate disc swapping and 
provides access to six million MARC and a ReMARC records. 
4.2.2 OCLCCATCD 450: OCLC Compact Disc Cataloguing System 
CAT CD 450 enables librarians to do most of their routine 
cataloguing. The complete collection on seven CD ROM discs, 
comprises the Recent Book Cataloguing Collection, the older 
books and Most Used Non book Cataloguing Collection, and the 
Authorities Collection. 
4.2.3 WILSONLINE: A system integrating CD ROM and the 
corresponding online service is provided by H.W. Wilson. 
4.2.4 British National Bibliography: It is also available on CD ROM 
as two distinct products. Records of 1960-85 are contained on 
two discs. 
4.2.5 Public Access Catalogue (PA): Advent of PAC on CD ROM is 
another important application which is quite common in USA, 
PAC on CD ROMs are more common and suitable for 
multisided library system where such provision provides an 
attractive alternative to substantial investment in computer 
networking. 
4.2.6 The Library Corporation's The Intelligent Catalogue: The 
Library Corporation has introduced The Intelligent Catalogue 
which can search the catalogue through authors, title or subject, 
etc. 
4.2.7 OCLC's CD/2000: OCLC in 1988 introduced the CD/2000 
system, a product that provides CD ROM version of library's 
LS/2000 public access catalogue. 
4.3 Reference Tools: 
Several types of reference sources such as encyclopaedias, 
dictionaries, directories etc. are now available on multimedia CD 
15 
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format in the market. Examples of few types of reference sources are 
given below: 
4.3. J Encyclopaedias 
. Encyclopaedia Britannica 
. Grolier's New Electronic Encyclopedia 
. Compton's Multimedia Encyclopedia 
. Hutchinson Electronic Encyclopedia 
. McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and Technology 
. IBM World Book Encyclopedia 
4.3.2 Dictionaries 
. Oxford English Dictionary 
. Webster's English Dictionary 
4.3.3 Directories and yearbooks 
• Guinness Disc of World Records 
• Directory of American Research and Technology 
4.3.4 Bibliographies 
• Bookshelf (Microsoft Corporation) 
• Books in print 
• Ulrich's Periodicals Directory 
4.3.5 Biographies 
. American Men and Women of Science 
4.3.6 Newspapers and magazines 
. The Times 
• Sunday Times 
• The Guardian 
• Ne\\sweek 
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• Business India 
4.4 INDEX AND ABSTRACTS: 
CD-ROM technology has offered an ideal medium for publishing 
bibliographic and index databases for full or partial distribution. 
Inlbrmalion Access Company (lAC) was the first company to enter into 
the index market with Video Version of Magazines Index called Info. 
'Irac. 
4.4.1 Silver Platter Information, Inc.: 
Silver Platter Information, Inc has come out with a number of 
new products during the last four years. Together with HW Wilson, it 
holds the distinction of having the largest selection of CD-ROM discs 
in the market. Its offering include: 
. ERIC 
. PsyLit 
. EMBASE 
. Sociofile 
. MEDLINE 
. NTIS 
. LISA PLUS 
. AGRICOLA 
4.5 MULTIMEDIA PRODUCTS: 
Although CD-ROM products are predominantly textual, 
multimedia CD-ROM products which combine sound, video, animation 
and text are becoming popular, Multimedia CDs have increased the 
scope and usefulness of the CDs in libraries. Few examples are given 
below; 
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4.5.1 Invitation India: Published by nostradaums Vision Ltd., 
Mumbai provides excellent information for tourists in India 
covering the tourists, destinations, hotels etc of every India 
state. 
4.5.2 India Mystica: Published by Magic Software Pvt. Ltd., new 
Delhi. It covers the popular ballets and practices of India 
4.5.3 Yoga for all: Contains instructions on yoga 
4.6 CORPORATE PUBLICATIONS: 
Few corporate units and government institutes are also engaged 
in publishing the CD-ROM products. They may be full text databases 
or directories of units belonging to their respective sectors. Few 
corporate units engaged in publishing CD products are mentioned 
below: 
• Technology Information Forecasting and Assessment Council 
• National Institute for Science Communication and Information 
Resources 
• Bioinformatics Center National of Oceanography 
• Informatics 
4.7 DOCUMENTATION SUPPORT TOOLS: 
The first CD-ROM products to succeed in the libraries were 
bibliographical support tools. These tools facilitate the traditional 
library processes of cataloguing, acquisition, and collection 
development. These are also helpful in general bibliographical 
checking for inter-library loan requests or reference verification 
queries raised by the library users. The British Library and the Library 
of Congress offer retrospective and current MARC records through the 
BNB on CD-ROM and CDMARC bibliographic products respectively. 
Some other bibliographical tools are Books in print, Book bank and 
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Book find CDs, which provides details of publications, which are in or 
out of print and enable orders to be placed in electronic format. 
4.8 OTHER APPLICATION : 
4.8.1 Business 
The business community presented a large and diversitled 
marked for optical publishers who had a wide variety of databases in 
machine-readable format to choose from besides bibliographic ones 
like ABI / Information one of the earliest entrance in this area, 
Disclosure Information Group, produced a CD-ROM index of its 
microfiche collection of financial and corporate under the name 
compact disclosure, now renamed Compact Disc-
Disclosure has since expanded this title into a family and come 
out with a product line, the Laser Disc series, that indicates the full 
text, and images of those reports an a series of CD-ROMs in bit 
mapped image format. 
Some of these databases target very specialized business 
markets, such as Best Database services products, Inc's FORM 41-
Airline Financial Statistics. The real state market finds CD-ROM 
particularly appropriate for storing photographs, floor layouts, and 
descriptive information about available properties. 
Other applications focus on census data and demographic 
information. National Decision System's Laser PC system and 
Donnelly Marketing Information Service's Conquest line both deal 
with demographic data. 
A very popular application of CD-ROM technology involves the 
mastering of busineis directories of telephone directories. Many of 
there products focus on the yellow pages while others focus on white 
pages. 
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For those needing address information, several versions of the 47 
volume National postal Service Directory exist in CD-ROM format. 
Besides javing large expenses for paper and shipping and handling, 
these directories allow users to retrieve or verify address data in 
seconds, thereby saving personnel costs that normally would require 
checking multiple volumes manually. 
4.8.2 McJicinc 
The medical profession is another market that needs quick access 
to large quantities of information either online or in optical format. The 
first application involved versions of the MEDLINE database . When 
the National Library of Medicine first began licensing its database. 
When the National Library of Medicine first began licensing its 
databases for use on CD-ROM, some 15 companies had singed 
agreements. It remains the database with the most available versions. 
Silver platter Information, Inc. produces several subsets of the excerpt 
Medica database for specific medical subspecialties. 
Other popular medical databases cover the areas of toxicology. 
Oncology, AIDS information, occupational safety and health, 
pharmaceuticals. 
Physicians also have the benefit of full-text reference books like 
the physician's Desk Reference, the Oxford Textbook of Medicine, 
and the Electronic Library of Medicine some products combine several 
sources or textbooks for case of use such as MAXX- Maximum Access 
to Diagnosis and Therapy. 
4.8.3 Government: 
The U.S. government through its various agencies, constitute the 
country's largest single producer of information, to keep them drown 
in the flood of paper they produce and handle, some departments have 
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actively engaged in researching cost effective methods of mass storage 
of text and data. Many of them have adopted CD-ROM as a 
publication medium. 
The Government Printing Office (GPO) accepted CD-ROM as a 
cost-effective means of distributing large quantities of information that 
often spanned several printed volumes or many microfiche. 
The Government databases cover virtually every subject: 
agriculture, biology and the like sciences, census data, climate and 
weather data, communications, earth sciences, economic data, 
education, energy, the environment, geography, labour statistics, legal 
codes and regulations, marine science, medicine, mutiny and novel 
data and standards, patents, politics, and space data and standards, 
patents, polities, and space science. 
To consider one example, NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
(JPL) selected CD-ROM for storing space images on earth. The data 
from the space exploration missions, such as voyager's fly-by of the 
moons of Jupiter and Uranus are transmitted to NASA from statistic 
and stored on magnetic tape. 
4.8.4 Software Distribution: 
Several companies have adopted CD-ROM as an alternative to 
distributing software on magnetic tapes or floppy disks. CD-ROM 
offers the advantages of high capacity, faster production time 
potentially lower production costs, and much lower shipping costs. 
Some companies, like Hewlett-Packard. Digital Equipment 
corporation and Lotus Development Corp, also distribute technical 
documentation and manuals on disc along with software and device 
drivers. 
Microsoft Corp's programmer's Library gives programmers 
immediate access to a comprehensive databases of books, technical 
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manuals (over 20,000 pages), and 1, 200 sample programs on a CD-
ROM. The 48 books and manual in the library provide a wealth of 
information on Microsoft operating systems and language, ranging 
from quick reference help to detailed discussions. They cover 
Microsoft C Compiler, proficient C, Windows, programming windows, 
MS-DOS Encyclopedia, BASIC, FORTRAN, and Microsoft systems 
Journal. The disc also includes references for hardware devices, CD-
ROM drives, and video cards. 
NETWROKING 
CD-serve is another important device in the sector of 
Information Technology. It can hold any CD drive to give simultaneous 
data access from more than one CDs. The CD Tower can be accessed 
and shared by different clients and servers on a network. Once 
connected to a network, it works independently with other server on 
the network, resulting in high performance and reliability. When data 
on CD is requested, the CD is automatically mounted in a device and 
the data is accessed and returned to the requester. CD Server has turned 
out to be faster, more compact and cost effective data sharing 
solution. It facilitates libraries to help its users for browsing 
downloading and printing desired information from several CDs 
simultaneously. A CD server generally comes with 4,7,11,14 drives 
expandable to 28 to 56 drives. Around 9 to 10 GB of information can 
be browsed using CD Server. 
5.1 CD-ROM NETWORKING ARCHITECTURE: 
Recent years have witnessed an explosive growth in the use of 
CD-ROMs, with this growth these has been equally associated and 
explosive ability for the ability to network CD-ROM drives, discharges 
and jukeboxes. 
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Before we examine some of the typical CD-ROM networking 
architectures take a moment to examine some of the basic variables 
that come into play and would subsequently highlight the type of 
solution that would be required these could be broadly classified as. 
• The number of titles 
• The number of simultaneous userS 
• The performance standards 
If the number of users is say, limited to seven, then a single CD-
ROM tower would probably suffice. 
There are five basic ways to network CD-ROM each methods has 
specific advantage and disadvantage. 
5.2 INTERNAL CD-ROM DRIVES: 
CD-ROM drives can be networked by installing stand alone CD-
ROM drive on each PC on the network using internal CD-ROM drives 
is generally not a complete solution for networked CD-ROMs but this 
method can be used. Conjunction with networked drives to provide 
synergy. 
5.2.1 Advantages 
• offers each user complete control over their CD-ROM 
• usage compagrated internal CD-ROM drives 
• many PCs are now available with pre-configured CD-ROM 
drives. 
• Disadvantages 
• Higher cast since a large no. of CD-ROM drives much purchased 
• User must continually swap disc decreasing productivity 
• Lacks any standard management control security. 
5.3 PEER-TO-PEER ACCESS: 
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This is probably the simplest types of architecture that is 
encountered with; as the same implies, peer to peer indicate that are 
computer housing the CD-ROM drive acts as the host, while of the 
computers connected on a simple network, request access to the 
specific information that resides on the CD located in the host 
computer. 
5.3.1 Advantage 
• Each user has control over their CD-ROM usage with many 
effect other network users. 
• Some operating system already provides this support installation 
both easy and cost effective. 
5.3.2 Disadvantage 
• Host CD-ROM use is limited if the disc is accidentally ejected 
while others over accessing it, they may lose valuable data. 
• Lack of any standard management or control. Management is 
often more complex when distributed on every peer of the 
network. 
• Peer to peer generally works best in smaller workgroups where 
there is better control and title scope for change. 
5.4 FILE SERVER EXTENSION: 
In this architecture, CD-ROM drives and services are added to 
an existing fileserver, making available the information of that CD-
ROM on the server. This method usually requires the installation of 
CD-ROM hardware and software directly on the fileserver. Fileserver 
extensions are software solutions which utilize existing file server 
resources. Since these products coverage on the processor and 
resources of existing fileservers. They can be less expensive; however, 
plan adequately for the additional resource loading. 
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5.4.1 Advantages 
• Optimally utilizes existing file serve hardware and software 
costs. 
• Offers high performance for CD-ROM access. Most fileservers 
perform advanced caching to speed up CD-ROM access. 
• Provides a common centralized management of CD-ROM drives, 
discs and application via the network, fileserver tools and 
utilities. 
• Integrates data access from the CD-ROM drives, making CD-
ROM data appear to users as information from the fileserver. 
• Maximum physical security established; CD-ROM discs can be 
kept under lock in the server room with the fileserver. 
• Integrates data access from the CD-ROM drive making CD-ROM 
data appear to users as information room the file server. 
• Provides a common centralized management of CD-ROM drives, 
discs, and application via the network, file server tools and 
utilize. 
5.4.2 Disadvantages 
• The fileserver could be burdened with the additional load of 
servicing CD-ROM requests. Additional hardware, processing 
capability, memory or other enhance the capabilities of the 
fileserver. 
• Units access for user to change discs as may do not hav'e account 
CD-ROM drive lackedaway in the server room. 
• SCSI adopter cards and SCSI drive must be purchased and 
installed in the file server. 
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5.5 PLUG AND PLAY CD-ROM MINI SERVERS: 
This architecture is analogous to the network connected printer 
model where is printer is plugged onto the network located in a work 
group. User communicate to the printer via a normal file server (printer 
quesic ) which them communication with the network printer in the 
case of CD-ROMs and CD-ROM mini server containing and internal 
processor software and interfaces can be pluged directly into the 
network wire and connected to the CD-ROM drives. The minim server 
is logically connected across the network to an existing file server, so 
the minim-server dispatches CD-ROM information to network user via 
the file server. 
S.S.J Advantages 
• By far, the simplest to install and access 
• The fileserver need not be "brought down" for installation 
• The mini server can be located anywhere allowing workgroups to 
administer their own CD-ROM needs. 
• Highly scaleable and expandable over a period of time. 
5.5.2 Disadvantages 
• Additional hardware processing capability, memory or other 
resources may be needed to extend the fileserver. 
• Open access to the CD-ROM drives to anyone, making physical 
security rather difficult to enforce. 
5.6 DEDICATED CD-ROM SERVERS: 
The dedicated CD-ROM server is a network server, whose sole 
function is to handle CD-ROM data requests. The dedicated CD-ROM 
server generally provides the highest performance and the highest 
capacity for networking CD-ROMs. Most organization try to address a 
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model of this kind where they need to constantly share specialized 
databases, e-mail, remote access to network users. 
5.6.1 Advantages 
• Offers dedicated hardware and resources, providing the highest 
performance to CD-ROM access 
• Allows a lar^e number of CD-ROM drives to be connected 
• Existing server(s) will not be burdened with servicing CD-ROM 
requests 
• Offers a common centralized management of CD-ROM titles, 
drives and applications on the network. 
5.6.2 Disadvantages 
• Generally more expensive 
• As with fileserver extension, some CD-ROM applications may 
not run off the server if they are not network compatible. 
6. INDIAN SCENARIO: 
When we compare with western counterpart, we find that we 
are lagging behind, but with the passage of time situation is changing, 
as there is an overall awareness about the role of the technological 
advancements and devices. As a result, a good number of libraries have 
already standard using computers for various library operations, CD-
ROMs are fast paving their way into the libraries, online search 
services are also being adopted by many big research libraries. 
However, keeping in view financial constraints and keeping in view 
suitability of CD-ROMs under specific circumstances, large number of 
special, research even academic libraries are acquiring CD-ROMs 
databases. Some of them are 
6.1 Defence Science Library, DESIDOC (New Delhi) : 
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Scientists and information professionals at DESIDOC find 
CD-ROMs to be a convenient medium because it allows them to fmd 
the infor.nation on their own. Moreover, with a minimum training and 
practice, users can do searching on CD-ROM, can modify the search 
strategies during the process. Library is providing access to the CD-
ROM database namely - INSPEC, EEEE/ lEE PUBLICATIONS 
ONDISC, GLOBAL DEFENCE INFORMATION ONDISC, KNIGHT 
RIDDER ONDISC (AEROSPACE), NTIS DATABASE, PATENT 
IMAGES, DOD STANDARDISATION SERVICE. 
6.2 The Electronic Library, NISCAR: 
The Electronic Library in NISCAR came into existence from 1st 
April, 1995 with a view to develop the library of the future. Broadly, 
the functions of this library are acquisition of electronic journals, CD-
ROM Networking: Document Copy Supply; and Electronic 
Information Services, etc. library is subscribing to CD-ROM 
databases namely, IPO 1990+ (UMI's IEEE/IEEE Periodicals on Disc): 
BPO 1990+ (Business Periodical Ondisc) ; GPO 1990 + (General 
periodicals ondisc); PREDICTS F and S INDEX PLUS 1994+; 
HEALTH REFERENCE CENTRE 1992+; COMPUTER SELECT 
1994+; EXTRAMED 1994+; ADONIS 1991+; US PATENTS (Images) 
1995+(1990-94 Full Text) and LISA PLUS 1995+ 
6.3 Central Library. Indian Institute of Technology (Delhi): 
The IIT Library has set up three CD-ROM workstations with 
four CDROM drives. Library provides bibliographic literature searches 
through CD-ROM databases namely, COMPENDEX PLUS 
1985+DIALOG On disc) INSPEC 1990+ DERWENT 
BIOTECHNOLOGY ABSTRACTS 1982+: MATHSCI DISC 1980+ 
ECOLIT (1969-93); PSYCHOLIT (1987-93); WORLD RESEARCH 
DATABASE (1993-94); ESPACE WORLD 1990+; METADEX 
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MATERIAL COLLECTION 1985+; and INSIDE INFORMATION 
(1993-95). 
6.4 Llhrary, Center for Development of Telemetric: 
Library of C-DOT is acquiring J 3 databases on CDROM wliich 
include 386 BSD REFERENCE: CUSER'S GROUP LIBRARY, 
COMPUTER SELECT: DR. DOBB's/CD; FACCT (Faulkner's 
Advisory for Computer and Communications Technologies): INSPEC; 
INTEET INF CDROM: INTERNET TOOLS; SOURCE CODE CD-
ROM: LINUX; STANDARDS: USENET and XII R5/GNU CD ROM. 
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CHAPTER-2 
REVIEW OF RELATED 
LITERATURE 
Introduction: 
Knowledge is cumulative every piece of research with a review 
of the related literature or research, and to determine whether any data 
sources exist already that can be brought to bear on the problem as 
hand. This is also referred to as secondary research. Just as each study 
relies on earlier work, it will provide a basis for future work by after 
researchers. 
A literature review may constitute on essential chapter of a 
thesis dis 3ertation or may be a self contained review of writings on a 
subject. In either case, its purpose is to: 
• Place each work in the context of its contribution to the 
understanding of the subject under review. 
• Describe the relationship of each work to the other under 
consideration 
• Identify new ways to interpret and shed light on any gaps in, 
previous research 
• Resolve conflicts amongst seemingly contradictory previous 
studies. 
• Identify areas of prior scholars to prevent duplication of 
effort. 
• Point the way forward for further research 
• Place one's original work (in care theses or dissertation) in 
the content of existing literature. 
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In brief this chapter present an overall review of studies 
conducted abroad as well in India in a chronological order regarding 
the topic on ''Utilization of CD-ROM Databases by users of 
NISCAIR:A survey" investigator reviews only these studies, which 
are similar to the present study, indirectly related to the present study. 
1. Youiiis(200S): The study is concerned with gathering factual data on 
the use of local online infonnation systems, automation, online connections, 
online public access catalogs (OPAGs), CD-ROM-based systems in 19 
Jordanian university libraries. Information was sought through a written 
questionnaire; personal interviews; literature review, and field visits. The 
implementation of local online information systems; OPACs, CD-ROM 
databases, online searching, networks/databases subscribed to, methods of 
online services to users, problems and solutions are investigated. A total of 15 
(83.3 percent) respondents have developed collections of databases on CD-
ROMs; 11 (73,3 percent) use single- access, and four (26.7 percent) use 
multi-user systems. Academic libraries in Jordan are changing emphasis from 
ownership of information sources in printed forms, to the access to online 
databases or local area networks systems based on CD-ROMs, to linkage with 
the internet as a prime gateway to information sources. 
2. Okpala and Igbeka(2005) : This study investigates the behaviour of 
searchers of CD-ROM databases in the Kenneth Dike Library of the niversity 
of Ibadan, Nigeria. The aim of the study was to identify the behaviour of end-
users with different amounts of overall experience in searching electronic 
databases in order to identify the knowledge of their search systems and 
syntax, and its effect on their search results, for the purpose of improving user 
education. All end-users who conducted searches during the period of the 
research were the subjects of the research. A well-constructed questionnaire, 
including interviews and observations, were used to collect the requisite data. 
The variables included in this study are user variables, search process 
\'ariables and search outcome variables. Data were analyzed using descriptive 
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statistics. The results show that logical operators "AND" and "OR" are 
significantly used for searching by end-users; that search results are 
dependent on search strategy employed by the user. The more sophisticated 
the search strategy, the greater the result in terms of number and relevance 
obtained by the searcher. The result also shows that there is no relationship 
between the level of education of users and quality of search strategy. 
3. Singh and Gautam(2004): Computer usage has become commonplace 
and there has been an increasing number of local efforts in organising 
indigenous information for individual and institutional utility. Access to 
information online or in CD-ROM media is now just a matter of money; at the 
same time access to indigenous information has remained a challenging e^ort 
both for the user and the infomediary. Information services/products of all 
kinds are being generated by various agencies in the government, public and 
private sectors and are emerging out into the Indian information marketplace. 
There are a number of abstracting journals, which, in a natural process of 
migration, are now available in dual formats - print as well as machine 
readable. Besides bibliographic information, service providers are generating 
factual information - as directories of all descriptions, financial and 
commercial data, full texts of case laws, export-import policy and so on. In 
this paper an attempt is made to present an overview of some of the important 
electronic databases developed in India or on Indian topics. 
4. Oduwole(2000) sThis study investigates the use of CD-ROM databases 
in academic libraries in Nigeria. The impact of CD-ROM databases on library 
development in Nigerian academic libraries is discussed. A questionnaire was 
sent to ten academic libraries in Nigeria, identified from preliminary studies 
on their CD-ROM database collections and use. High cost of subscriptions to 
CD-ROM databases was ranked highest as the major constraints to CD-ROM 
use. Other constraints include: high cost of acquiring personal computers, 
CD-ROM drives, printers and other peripherals; unavailability of identified 
documents found in CD-ROM databases in the institutions' libraries; lack of 
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computer education; shortage of manpower. The most commonly used 
bibliographic database on CD-ROM is AGRIS and CAB Abstre-cts. The study 
recommends joint ventures with CD-ROM producers/vendors and inclusion 
of substantive abstracts in CD-ROM databases as ways of improving the use 
of CD-ROM databases in academic libraries in Nigeria. 
5. RAO (2004): The paper describes. It is the one that holds the 
most promise for information handlers viz. librarian and publishers. 
The large storage capacity and the read only nature of the CD-ROM 
disc make it an ideal medium for information storage and retrieval. The 
publishers intended to published materials in same form of 
permanency that could be free from modification by the user and width 
cost effectiveness in the form of CD-ROMs similarly librarian aim to 
preserve intellectual heritage of mankind and disseminate the same 
over the years and centuries through CD-ROMs. 
6. RAVISHANKAR and SATHYANARAYANA( 2004); Discuss 
in this article that Networking CD-ROMs can provide significant 
benefits, cost savings, and enhance productivity. CD-ROM is the most 
effective means for the distribution for large amounts of information, 
libraries can be realize many benefits from networking CD-ROMs 
including easier management, installation, configuration, updates, 
better security, hardware and software cost saviors. User productivity 
is generally higher as they do not need to indulge in disc swapping in 
CD-ROM management tasks. 
7. KAPILA (2004) .'Describes as the advancing information wave 
leads to the rapid digitization of information in all forms and on all 
kind of media, it is apparent that the electronic or Digital library is not 
a pipe dream. Playing a pivotal role in these libraries of the future will 
be the persistently evolving optical storage technology in the form of 
CD-ROM and DVD. 
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8. HASAN and Others(2004): The paper describes CD-ROM as 
one of the rest storage tool, which has got tremendous capacity to 
store voluminous non-modifiable data/information. Architecture the 
main features of CD-ROM and its uses with special reference to 
libraries have also been described. Advantages and disadvantage are 
also enumerated, The development of information technology in 
regards to CD-ROM, DVD-ROM, CD-Server and future prospects of 
CD-ROM has also been described 
9. SHARMA (2004): Explain in this article that, the libraries and 
information centers have been using a variety of media for 
dissemination of information in addition to books and other printed 
material, a number of other physical mediums are being used now for 
storage, processing, transmission and retrieval of information. The 
communication and information technology has developed new 
mediums to be used in information storage too libraries and 
information centers. Optical disc technology CD-ROM is one of recent 
storage medium influencing the library collection and services during 
the last decade. The Optical disc technology has a variety of optical 
disc technology has a variety of optical disc formats (e.g. CD-Audio, 
CD-ROM CD-interactive, CD-ROM/DVI (Digital Video interactive), 
WORM disc etc but so for CD-ROM is the one that is commercially 
available and used extensively by libraries.' 
10. VENKATESH and RAO (2003) authors opined that it is not 
possible to provide information services to large number of using 
standards CD-ROM system. Thus CD-ROM Networking has become 
very essential to provide access to CD-ROM collections Technical 
information research center in research center immoral (RCI) 
Hyderabac. is providing access to CD-ROM collection though the 
campus network RENET (RCI Campus wide ATM network) using 
CD-mirror server. This system provide information resource to all 
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scientists and staff working not only in RCI but also in ORDL and its 
various work centers. The paper covers various methods of CD-ROM 
networking types of collection and advantages to library and users etc. 
11. GUPTA and SINGH (2003): The present paper briefly 
describes the profile of IIT Roorkee central library it highlights the 
genesis of CD-ROM service of central library from stand alone single 
user and limited access to LAN based multi-user, unlimited access at 
their desktop. The paper further describes the type of net work 
topology used infrastructure available for CD-net services, the number 
of CD-ROM database available alone with their back files. Also 
touches the future plans of central library in providing digital 
information services in the networked environment. 
12. RAWAT (2003) :In this article argue that Academic libraries 
need to retain collection of age-old books, journals, etc. for larger 
period preservation of select highly useful and valuable materials on 
optical discs has higher benefits the novelty reducing space problem. 
The chaff can either be consigned to remote were houses in weeded 
out with other un worked edition. 
13. SINGH (2003) : Describes , the library environment is currently 
undergoing a rapid change which demands processing of data and 
retrieval of information in a most suitable form and least possible time. 
Publishing media is also undergoing revolution any changes are of the 
important mode of communication is an optical and magnetic storage 
media, provision of online accessibility to information is another 
existing mode of communication certain inherent defects are there in 
both the media. In the years to come the use of CD-ROM will be 
enhanced, not replaced. It is a technology to stay for a large time. The 
integration of on disc on online system combining the advantages of 
both is a solution to the needs of libraries and users. 
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14. HUSSAIN and others (2003): CD-ROM has in dispensable role 
to play in the dissemination of electronic information full text 
archiving and publishing in CD-ROM have already found a special 
place in the rapidly growing digital libraries. Many of full text CD-
ROM titles are coming with thousands of document files, but without 
efficient retrieval facilities paper discusses the growing importance of 
CD-ROM publishing and the necessity of providing efficient search 
mechanism in full text CDS 'Nitya' is a program for digital archiving 
giving prime importance to search and retrieval. It is highly suited for 
CD-ROM full text publishing. 
15. FINN (2002): This CD-ROM provide information about 
depression from both the consumer and the professional perspective 
focusing on personal/family, treatment employment and 
community/cultural issue. Reviews the software and concludes that is 
accurate and up-to-date in providing information about depression. The 
multi system approach first well with the ecological perspective used 
by social work and other community mental health professionals. The 
CD-ROM would provide an excellent overview of depression for 
consumer of mental health services their families and employers its use 
as an educational tools for social work and other human service 
professional is more united as it lacks interactivity and complementary 
resources. 
16. SMITH (2002): This article covers the call for a common 
approach to the development of retrieval interfaces and for standard 
methods of handling downloading bibliographical data is not new there 
have been attempts in the past to harmonize regularized even enforce 
common "standards" to allow for erase of retrieval and downloading. 
National Library in Europe have been distributing bibliographic data 
in machine readable form for some twenty year. By 1987 CD-ROM 
was making significant-in roads into libraries on the UK and elsewhere 
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and there were clear signs of significant growtii in the no. of CD-
ROMs being publishers there are in details, key aims, is different, 
scope of the project, retrieval interface MARC conversion 
multilingual interface and display/output formats. 
17. ADIO (2002): A survey was carried out to ascertain the usages 
and status of CD-ROM products in two academic libraries .in Nigeria. 
Analysis the data about the year subscription started, the number of 
products held by libraries, the number and location of CD-ROM 
workstation, search intermediaries, training the impact of CD-ROM on 
library services, the provision of access to citation from census and 
funding the products enumerates the suggestion regarding ways of 
funding CD-ROM modules as suggested by the respondents. 
18. KUMAR and JAYARAMAN (2002): This article contain as 
the collection of CDS/DVD ROMs increase in a library is becomes 
important for the libraries for manage and share them effectively . this 
article discusses the benefits of sharing CD/DVD-ROMs over a 
network and introduces device called CD-Libraries/servers for sharing 
CD title discs over network it takes a look at architecture and 
available technologies for above purpose and concludes by giving and 
overview of technologies and facilities available LRDE library. 
Networking of CD-ROMs provides significant benefits such as easier 
accessibility management and control list saving with increased 
security and productivity and soon. Libraries can benefits from CD-
Libraries with their increasing budget and familiarity with automation. 
19. MAHESH and DAS (2001): This article describe CD-ROMs 
have evolved as an effective information storage and dissemination 
media in libraries and information centers. However, publisher and 
databases vendors are increasingly producing CD-ROM based 
information products and services without giving much attention to 
quality. Quality assurance in CD-ROM based information products u 
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important in the present scenario and the present paper looks of the 
various parameters that determine quality of CD-ROM based 
information products. 
20. VIJ (2000) : In his article Library and Information Science 
Abstract. A bibliometric study. In this article provides a brief sketch 
of the Library and Information Science Abstracts, database on CD-
ROM. A single disc accommodating the entire database from 1969 to 
2000 covering 550 journals with over 206,091 abstracts. Highlights 
the advantages of LISA CD-ROM database. Reports results of a study 
of the database which show that although LISA includes 550 Library 
and Information Science Journals in its database, its coverage of 
journals from the developing countries is relating poor. By the year 
2000, only 24 Indian Journals arc covered and this figure varies from 
year to year. The coverage of Indian periodicals and papers is only 
4.55% of the total journals and 1.67% of the number of records 
respectively. In this bibliometric study, LISA database was analyzed to 
investigate year-wise distribution of records subjects areas covered 
evolving and decoying subject etc. language wise distribution of 
records, country-wise distribution of records, authorship pattern, 
ranked lists of Indian and foreign journals, time lag in the coverage of 
Indian journals and shortcomings of LISA CD-ROM database 
concludes that. There is room for improvement in the coverage of 
Indian journals in LISA database. 
21. VIJAYAKUMAR and DAS (2000): This article discuse the 
aspects of application of DVD technology in electronic publishing of 
references and databases. There is a trend towards publishing reference 
sources and bibliographic database in DVD format instead of CD-ROM 
due to its high storage capacity of 17 G.B. high quality in data 
diminishing price, etc. Libraries and databases publishers well favour 
this technology very soon. The main factors holding DVD back are the 
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delayed availability of DVP drives trend towards online and the lack 
of standardization in this technology, the web as the latest and easiest 
tool for delivery of information will take the prominent part but 
CD/DVD-ROM technologies will have a place in libraries 
22. MEERA (1998): Defines the concept of optical storage and 
describes the physical character of optical disc and it characteristics 
in terms of durability, high storage and portability. Read-only optical 
discs are discussed in detail. Highlights the CD-ROM discs, their 
physical character and manufacturing process. Discussed the 
manufacturing processes that include pre mastering, mastering and 
replication with merits and demerits in detail. Highlights some 
standards of compact Disc interactive (CD-I) and compact Disc-Read 
only memory extended architecture (CD-ROMXA) used for 
accommodating multimedia information a compact disc. Explains the 
characteristics of WORM discs and erasable optical discs, their 
manufacturing processed and merits demits over hard disc. 
Networking of CD-ROMs provides significant benefit such as easier 
accessibility management and control cost saving with increased 
security and productivity and soon. Libraries can benefit from CD-
Libraries with their in every budget and familiarity with automation. 
23. MACSEAN (1992): Describes This paper is to examine the 
reasons why CD-ROM technology has made such a wide spread impact 
as libraries in science, technology and medicine (STM) sectors, and 
whether, now and in the futures there are sensible alternative 
strategies which our profession should consider adopting. It will 
concentrate mostly on large care bibliographic databases both because 
this area of the market represents the great volume of sales by value. 
24. WISHART (1999): Describes reports results of a questionnaire 
and interview survey to integrated the views of UK secondary school 
teachers and school librarians on the changes in technique and 
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learning in their schools brought about through increased availability 
of CD-ROM databases. Information tech. Coordinate in the 120 
secondary schools in partners with Loughborough University, 
Department of education were sent the CD-ROM use survey and this 
was followed up by structured interviews with teachers and school 
libraries in stratified rendered sample of eight school. The survey was 
returned by only 26 of the schools the no. of CD-ROM, used in there 
schools ranged from two to sixteen (2tol6) with an average of 7.36 
with only encarta being common more than 20 schools results from the 
interviews show that CD-ROMs were found to be. a motivating 
influence on pupils, with the more individualized, student centered 
learning activities being repeated as enhancing teaching in schools 
installation of CD-ROM in UK schools has increased the teaching role 
and status of school librarian with 85% of schools locating CD-ROM in 
school library. 
25. KAUR(1999): Analysis the use of computer and CD-ROM in 
the libraries of agricultural universities and research institutes in the 
states of Punjab Haryana & Himachal Pardesh and advances in brief 
suggestion for the efficient use of computer and CD-ROM for 
improving the working of the libraries. Technological advancements 
today have tremendously transformed the nature of information 
techniques in agricultural libraries. The introduction of computer, CD-
ROM, interactive videodisc technology in the libraries is revolution 
information techniques. Agricultural libraries in advanced countries 
like UK and USA are already adopted new techniques for developing 
information dissemination systems and providing services 
unimaginable in the post. So far as Indian Agricultural Libraries over 
concerned barring a selected few like the ICRIST'S Library which 
possesses "capabilities respond quickly to services" and provide an 
automated SDI service the use of computer, CD-ROM and other 
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electronic devices in the libraries has just begun and two libraries are 
beginning to experience transitional purpose. 
26. BATTERBEE and NICHOLAS (1995) This article summaries 
the main findings of a survey undertake in early 1994, of open access 
CD-ROM in British Public Library Authorities(BPA). The survey 
examined how well public library Authorities were implementing CD-
ROM technology for public read have been the general public were 
facing with CD-ROM s the survey was both quantities and qualitative 
in nature: current national statistics for CD-ROM distribution in 
PLAS were sought, case studies of 13 PLAS who provided open 
access CD-ROM were conducted and finally an end user survey of 
three libraries was under taken the principal findings of the survey as 
follows; 
27. ROWLEY (1994): The publication in 1993 of the 1991 census 
on CD-ROM makes the data much more accessible, cheaper and easier 
to use. The data is available in a variety of different formats to suit 
different user groups. A number of software products are available to 
assist the use in the exploitation of the census data. The census data on 
CD-ROM is particularly likely to be important in Public and academic 
libraries. As with the development of any CD-ROM based service there 
are a number of strategic and practical day to day issues that will need 
to be addressed. 
28. SOMAL and GUPTA (1994): This paper provides an overview 
of CD-ROM POPLINE. It describes that some aspects of use of the 
CD-ROM POPLINE database maintained by John Hopkins university 
in the light of the experience and exposure gained of the National 
Documentation Centre of the National Institute of Health and family 
welfare, New Delhi, India. This database no doubt is a tool to provide 
immediate and urgent specific answers to queries from the 
functionaries agencies and research scholars in the field of population 
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studies and related aspects. Analysis of one year experimental data 
indicated that the POPLINE database can be of immense help to 
government agencies, NGOs, family planning field workers 
demographers and others. The policy and decision makers should be 
aware of this database and use it. 
29. DAVIES (1988): This article details the critical elements that 
makeup the CD-ROM optical disc medium. This includes the basic 
laser and drive operational mechanics, the nature of the actual disc 
itself, the data organization at the channel code level and of the 
logical file level, and aspects of error correction and detection method 
used. A brief synopsis of disc fabrication is presented. The article 
concludes with description of advances in the technology currently on 
the horizon. Today 550 MB bytes of data can be faithfully and 
economically reproduced on a single disc, The technology currently 
exceeds the application base; the problem of developing exciting and 
useful application is today's challenge. 
30. SCHWERIN (1988): Discuses with the availability of CD-
ROM, users and produces of information products are confronted with 
the new information delivery medium having different characteristics 
from any thing else that exist today. This new medium is being 
introduced in various markets, we are discovering the difference 
between CD-ROM as "a new way to look at how we produce and 
consume information products and another variation on a familiar 
theme. Except for a few limitation, the opportunity to CD-ROM in 
information markets since the beginning has been characterized as 
broad and rich, virtually centimeted in application. When approached 
this way, CD-ROM challenges. 
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CHAPTER-3 
METHODOLOGY 
This chapter deals with methodology used in the study and has 
been discussed under the following headings:-
> Selection of the problem 
r Methodology 
• Questionnaire 
• Interview and 
• Observation 
> Sample Population 
> Pilot Survey 
> Variable taken 
> Tools used for the study 
> Data collection procedure 
> Data analysis method 
1. SELECTION OF THE PROBLEM: 
The problem for the present study is entitled "Utilization of CD-
ROM databases by users of NISCAIR: A survey". 
1.1 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY: 
> To know the purpose of visit to the NISCAIR 
> To find out the purpose and use of CD-ROM database services at 
NISCAIR Library. 
> To understand whether library of NISCAIR provide special training 
to their users for better utilization on CD-ROM database service 
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'r To know the utilization of Library service by the users of NISCAIR, 
Delhi. 
'r To know the problems faced by the users while using CD-ROM 
database service. 
r To know the satisfaction level of the users regarding the CD-ROM 
database service in NISCAIR Library. 
> To find out search strategies being used by the users of NISCAIR 
Library to search CD-ROM databases 
> To collect suggestions from the users for further development of 
library CD-ROM database service. 
> To find out various kinds of electronic materials access by users. 
> To know the most popular CD-ROM database service among the 
users of NISCAIR Library. 
> To find out the frequency of using CD-ROM database service by the 
users of NISCAIR Library. 
> To find out users opinion regarding CD-ROM database collections. 
1.2 HYPOTHESES 
> Mf jority of the library users are utilizing the available CD-ROM 
service at NISCAIR, New Delhi 
> Most of the users are satisfied with the CD-ROM services provided by 
the library. 
> CD-ROM services available in the library are adequate to meet the 
information needs of the users. 
> Most of the users are satisfied with the behaviour of library staff. 
2. METHODOLOGY: There are several techniques available for 
collecting data such as: 
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2.1 QUESTIONNAIRE METHOD; Questionnaire is a tool to 
collect the data from the diverie large and widely scattered group. It is 
called the heart of survey operation. The important step in this method 
is to take care in the design of questions. Questionnaire is given to the 
person concerned and asks for the opinion or factual information. The 
questions are formed in such a way that the relation of one question to 
another can be readily apparent to the respondent, question sequence 
must be clear and the respondents have to answer the questions on their 
own level. 
2.2 OBSERVATION METHOD: Observation is normally 
employed in measuring, testing, characterizing human behaviour by the 
way of the investigator own observation, without interviewing the 
respondent. In this method the investigator observe in relate to what is 
currently happening and is not relate to either post in future intensions 
of users. 1 his is totally gained by experience himself/herself. 
2.3 INTERVIEW METHOD: The interview method is directly and 
has greater flexibility according to young "interview is systematic 
method by which a person enters more or less imaginative into the life 
of a comparative stronger". This method is unique because of the 
collection of data is through direct verbal interaction between the 
individuals in this methods investigator ask some questions to the users 
and library staff relating to services and facilities provided by the 
library. 
3. SAMPLE POPULATION: 
The present study has conducted on a sample of 50 users and 
staff of National Science Library, NISCAIR, New Delhi, the total 50 
questionnaires was distributed among the users and among Library 
Professionals. The total no. of 44 filled questionnaires was returned 
back from users and all questionnaires were returned by the staff of 
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thus the investigator select these questionnaires for the analysis of 
data. 
4. PILOT SURVEY: 
The pilot study is ensures the present questionnaires are relevant 
and meaningful to the average respondent and to decide which 
questionnaire were relevant for the purpose of study. The investigator 
distributed questionnaires among to users and staff for the pilot study 
which was very helpful in modifying the questionnaire suitability. 
5. VARIABLES TAKEN: 
In order to achieve the objective of study mainly two variables 
are taken for detailed analysis. 
'r- Library user 
r Library professionals/Staff 
6. DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURE: 
The investigator visited the National Science Library and 
approached the librarian to seek permission, to distribute the 
questionnaire to the uses and library professionals and thus the 
investigator administered 50 questionnaires among users and Library 
Professionals on I5th March 2007 out of which 44 filled questionnaire 
were returned back by the users and all were collected from the staff in 
npxt day. The investigator also conducted an informal interview with 
the Documentation Officer as well as staff to clarify same doubts, the 
observation method also used to observe to services and use, collection 
by the users. 
7. DATA ANALYSIS METHOD: 
The data collected through questionnaire, observation and 
informal interview are organized tabulated by using statistical methods 
tables and percentage. 
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CHAPTER'4 
NISCAIR 
NatJ(;nal Institute of Science Communication and Information Resources 
(NISCAIR) came into existence on 30 September 2002 with the merger of 
National Institute of Science Conununication (NISCOM) and Indian National 
Scientific Documentation Centre (INSDOC). Both NISCOM and INSDOC, 
the two premier institutes of the Council of Scientific and Industrinl Research 
(CSIR), were devoted to dissemination and documentation of S&T information. 
NISCOM had been in existence for the last six decades (first as two Publication 
Units of CSIR, which were merged to form the Publications Division, which 
was later renamed as Publications & Information Directorate and in 1996, as 
NISCOM). Over die years, NISCOM diversified its activities, and through a 
host of its information products, comprising research and popular .science 
journals, encyclopedic publications, monographs, books, and information 
services, it had been reaching out to researchers, students, entrepreneiurs, 
industrialists, agriculturists, policy planners and also the common man. 
INSDOC came into being in 1952 and was engaged in providing S&T 
information and documentation services through myriad activities such as 
abstracting and indexing, design and development of databases, translation, 
library automation, providing access to international information sources, 
human resource development, consultancy services in setting up modern 
library-cum-information centres. INSDOC was also host to the National 
Science Library and the SAARC Documentation Centre. 
Now, with die formation of NISCAIR, aU the above multi-faceted activities 
have been amalgamated, making NISCAIR, an institute capable of serving the 
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society using modern IT infrastructure in a more effective manner and taking up 
new ventures in the field of science communication, dissemination and S&T 
information management systems and services. Broadly the core acdvity of 
N ISC AIR will be to collect/store, publish and disseminate S&T informadon 
through a mix of traditional and modern means, which will benefit different 
segments of societ)'. 
Mandate of NISCAIR 
• To provide formal linkages of communication among the scientific 
community in the form of research journals in different areas of S&T 
• To disseminate S&T information to general public, particularly 
school students, to inculcate interest in science among them 
• To collect, collate and disseminate information on plant and mineral 
wealth and industrial infrastructure of the country 
• To harness information technology applications in information 
management with particular reference to science communication and 
modernizing libraries 
• To act as a facilitator in furthering the economic, social, industrial, 
scientific and commercial development by providing timely access to 
relevant and accurate information 
• To develop human resources in science communication, library, 
documentation and information science and S&T information management 
systems and services 
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• To collaborate with international institutions and organizations 
having objectives and goals similar to those of NISCAIR 
• Any other activity in consonance with the mission statement of 
NISCAIR 
Recent Achievement 
TKDL project 
The proposal submitted by India based on the TKDL project on the 
International Patent Classification (IPC)-Traditional Knowledge Resource 
Classification (TKRC) concordance list prepared for the new main group A61K 
36/(J0 was adopted by the Committee of Experts at its thirty-fourth session and 
deliberated in the thirty-fifth session of the IPC-Union meeting held from 25th 
to 29th October, 2004. The list provides the searchers, who are carrying out 
rcRcarch in the field of traditional medicine documentation published in India, 
by indicating how an IPC symbol relating to a specific subject matter 
corresponds to a TKRC symbol concerned with the same or similar subject 
matter. This is likely to have significant impact on the system of search and 
examination while granting patents in the area of traditional knowledge \yhereby 
the possibilities of grant of wrong TK patents shall get significandy reduced. 
This information will also facilitate searching in the Traditional Knowledge 
Digital Library (TKDL) created by India, which is a TKRC-based database. The 
final version of die IPC-TKRC concordance will be posted on the WIPO 
website after its examination by the Task Force members. 
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Inclusion of IJTK and MAPA in PCX minimum list 
The two journals published by the institute namely Indian Journal of Traditional 
Kncnvledgc(IJ'I'i<) and Medicinal and Aromadc Plants Abstracts(MAPA) have 
been included in the PCT minimum list. 
International Collaboration 
NISCAIR is the National Centre of the ISSN International Centre for assigning 
ISSN numbers for serials published in India. NISCAIR exchanges publications 
with over 150 institutions in 44 countries in the world. Distinguished experts 
from other countries visit the institute every year. NISCAIR's scientists also 
attend international conferences, seminars, workshops and training 
programmes. 
Electronic Resources 
Automated libraries are slowly shifting to Electronic Libraries that will 
evenmally lead to the establishment of Digital Libraries. With decreasing shelf 
space and ever growing collections in the libraries, NISCAIR has been 
advocating the conversion of automated libraries into electronic libraries. 
On-line Databases 
NISCAIR has access to international databases. Information is obtained 
through online starching from over 1500 international databases. Slalled 
personnel at NISCAIR perform searches for research scientists and the 
corporate sector who use these databases for the latest R&D, commercial and 
market information. 
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CD-ROM Databases 
National Science library has an Electronic Library Division with a rich 
collection of more than 5000 foreign journals, conference proceedings, etc. and 
a large number of databases on CD-ROMs. The databases subscribed on CD-
ROM includes ;\DONIS, BPO, CA, CAB Abstracts, FACCTS, Global Books 
in Print, GPO, lEL, SCI, Current Contents, Indian Standards, LISA Plus, 
PASC.\L, Ulrich Plus and US Patents, etc. 
E-journals Consortia 
NISCAIR is the nodal agency for developing a "Consortium for CSIR 
Laboratories for Accessing e-journals". The activity shall range from creation to 
monitoring of the access facility of scientific periodicals published by leading 
international institutions. 
The objectives of E-journals Consortia are: 
• to strengthen the pooling, sharing and electronically accessing the CSIR 
library resources. 
• to provide access to world S&T literature to CSIR labs. 
• to nucleate the culture of electronic access resulting into evolution of 
digital libraries. 
To start with, an agreement has been signed with, e-journal publisher, M/s 
Elsevier Science for a period of four years for 1200 journals. Under thir. scheme, 
CSIR scientists shall be able to access these journals and download material for 
tiieir use. Such access to world wide journal resources will play a very vital role 
and strengdien research and development in CSIR laboratories, thus leading to 
knowledge generation useful for socio-economic development of the country. 
Till date CSIR has entered into agreement with 13 publishers to access about 
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4042 international journals across the labs. Details of these 13 e-journal 
publishers are given in table below: 
No. of Journals for access 
r 
• 
American Iat>iitj 
of PhysiCs 
i i BlackwcU 
Aitiericau, of yCivil 
Engineering 
American 
^j_ Chemical Sucict^' 
John^yilcy 
'' CambcidgeJ ^ ^ 
University Press 
Oxiuru u ILLS cry 
Ameiican • Society > , -
of : 'i-JMechiinica! . 
Engineer i.., 
Royal Socie" 
Chcmistr) 
, - Taylor and F 
E n ) c r ^ | j ^ ^ | y m 
|Total:13 4042 
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Indian Science Abstracts 
Indian Science Abstracts (ISA) is a semi-nfiontiily abstracting journal which 
has been reporting scientific work done in India since 1965. Original 
research articles short communications, review articles, and informative 
articles published in scientific and technical periodicals, proceedings of 
conferences and symposia, monographs and other publications, as well as 
patents, standards and theses are reported in ISA. 
Indian Science Abstracts on CD-ROM 
ISA on CD-ROM is a cumulative database of nearly 2 lakhs Indian science 
abstracts covering the period from January 1990 to December 1999. The 
database is searchable by a variety of parameters such as keyword, author, 
corporate author, ISA issue number & year of publication, source journal, 
and type of docrment. The retrieval software is Windows based and user 
friendly. 
ISA on CD-ROM is an excellent replacement for hardcopy of ISA leading to 
considerable saving in shelf space, and also an electronically searchable 
collection on Indian Science. 
Salient Features 
Value added information source for Indian R&D activities 
Single source of comprehensive S&T information generated in India in the 
last decade 
Cumulative data from 1990 onwards carrying about 2 lakh abstracts 
• Facilities for powerful querying through a combination of different 
parameters 
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Windows based graphic user interface 
User friendly software 
National Union Catalogue of Scientific Serials in India (NUCSSI) on 
CD-ROM 
The importance of NUCSSI database has been well recognised by 
infomiation managers and planners. It is a valuable information tool which 
not only provides location information of serials but also helps in their 
rationalized acquisition by encouraging resource sharing. 
Keeping pace with the current trends in database industry, NISCAIR has 
brought out the CD-ROM version of the NUCSSI database. NUCSSI on 
CD-ROM covers holdings information of nearly 425 major libraries in India 
and is updated till 2001. The database has a easy menu driven access and is 
searchable through various options like journal title, library, city, and subject. 
Indian Patents on CD-ROM 
INPAT on CD-ROM is a bibliographic database that provides information on 
more than 52,600 patents granted in India from the year 1975 to 2002. The 
information on a patent in the database comprises patent title, applicant(s) 
and inventor(s) names, patent and application numbers, application and 
publication dates, International Classification Code and country. The 
database can be searched by variety of parameters including keywords from 
title, applicant(s) and inventor(s) names, patent number, application number, 
application date, publication date, international classification code and 
subject. 
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The database will be useful to scientists, researchers, patents attorneys and 
patent offices, libraries of R& D units and business houses throughout the 
world. 
Mission statement 
To become the prime custodian of all information resources on current and 
traditional knowledge systems in science and technology in the country, and 
to promote communication in science to diverse constituents at all levels, 
using the most appropriate technologies. 
Services 
E-Publishing 
Editing 
Print & Production 
Contents, Abstracts and Photocopy Service(CAPS) 
Document Copy Supply Services 
Literature Search Services 
ISSN ' 
Translation Services 
Training Programmes 
Bibliometric Services 
Book Exhibitions 
Consultancy Services 
It has also created the Traditional Knowledge Digital Library (TKDL'i 
National Science Library 
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Introduction 
NISCAIR serves as a single window in the country for providing all kinds of S 
& T information. Its role as the national information resource is fulfilled 
through the National Science Library (NSL) that has a comprehensive collection 
of S&T publications in the country and is offering sendees on a national scale. 
NSL also acts as a referral centre and clearing house for the best utilisation of 
the existing collection in the country. Thus, it extends its base of operation to 
the national scale. 
Resources 
Set up in 1964, ^.SL aims at acquiring all important S&T publications published 
in the country and strengthening its resource base for foreign periodicals by 
acquiring the journals on CD-ROM or other electronic form as far as possible. 
NSL has. a rich collection of over 2,00,000 volumes including monographs and 
bound volumes of journals in the following fields: 
L Print Resources 
• Reference material/secondary sources in most of the fields of science 
and technology 
• Computer science, specially the software aspects 
• Proceedings of conference/seminar/symposia helu in the field of science 
and technology' in and outside the country 
• Foreign language dictionaries 
• Indian scientific and technical periodicals 
• Important foreign serials in the field of science and technology 
• Specialized collection in the field of information science and library 
smdies 
• PCI' (I^atent Co-operation Treaty) minimum journals 
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• Reports of R&D organizations 
II, E-RcHOurceti 
• CD-ROM databases of primary and secondary sources 
• E-Journals 
Membership 
The librar)' is open to public and all are welcome to explore and utilize the 
collection in library' premises. 
NSI, welcomes individuals / instimtions for becoming members to utilize its 
huge and valuable collection. Retired CSIR staffs are also eligible to become 
member. 
Membership fee and Security deposit 
Individual: Rs. 150/- per annum against a security deposit of Rs. 1500/-
Institution/Corpotate member: Rs. 1000/- per annum against a security 
deposit of Rs. 9000/-
Retired CSIR staff: Security deposit of Rs. 1500/-
Issue rules 
Number of publications to be issued 
Individual: One book 
Institution; Six books 
Retired CSIR 8taff: One book 
Duration of loan: 30 days for all members 
Renewals : Once only for 30 days 
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Overdue charges: Rs. 5/- per day for the first five days and subsequendy Rs. 10/-
per day 
Lending time (Monday to Friday): 10.00 AM to 1.00 PM 
3.00 PM to 4.00 PM 
Loss or Damage of publication 
The borrower is obliged to compensate lost or damaged publications either by 
replacing the publication or by paying for it as per the rules. In case, the amount 
of the lost publication is not paid, it will be recovered from the security deposit 
of the user. 
Services 
} iThe library is open to public for reading and consultation 
•Reader's Service during working hours from 9.00 AM to 8.00 PM (Monday to 
; Friday) and from 9,30 AM to 5,30 PM (on Saturdays). 
Technical Query ^^ ^^  , , , , , , , 
NSL responds to any query related to journals and books. 
iService I 
jCopying Service 
iThe library provides on the spot Xerox copies of articles from 
jits own collection, at a nominal rate of Rs. 1.00 per page. The 
jfirst 30 pages of Xerox copies are provided free to 
istudents/research scholars. It also provides printout from 
ijoumals on CDs available in-house. The charges for this 
|Service are Rs. 5.00 per page (25% discount for students). 
i The library issues out its publications to the usors of other 
ilnter Library Loan libraries in Delhi through inter library loan service. Similarly, 
Service NSL gets the publications on inter library loan from other 
libraries in Delhi for hs members. 
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The library has started providing free access to electronic 
, ijoumals from 13 leading international publishers viz, Elsevier, 
i ISpringer, American Institute of Physics, Blackwell, John 
jc - Journals Access iWiley, Cambridge University Press, American Society for 
Mechanical Engineers, American Society for Civil Engineers, 
.American Chemical Society, Royal Society of Chemistry, Taylor 
I land Francis, Emerald, Oxford University press 
CD-ROM DATABASES 
The NATIONAL SCIENCE LIBRARY (NSL) of NISCAIR acts as 
a major resource information center in the field of Science & Technology. 
With the developments in IT, the medium of publication and its user are 
getting changed print form to electronic. NISCAIR realized this almost a 
decade ago and \vith a view to keep pace with the changing environment it 
started collecting primary as well as secondary publications in electronic 
form. NISCAIR has a separate division now known as ELECTRONIC 
LIBRARY DIVISION (ELD) responsible for the storage and dissemination 
of information in the electronic form. 
Over the years the electronic library division has developed a 
collection almost 5890 journals. A need has always been felt to know what 
periodicals ELD is subscribing to, the period of holdings, the name of the 
database which cover it etc. With a view to answer such queries a database of 
periodical holdings in electronic media has been created in ELD. It also 
publish printed catalogue of CD-ROM Databases. There are 21 CD-ROM 
Databases in Electronic Library Division. This catalogue provides the list of 
journals available in CD-ROM Databases. Each entry contains infomiation 
under the following headings : 
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1) S.No. : It is the number which a particular journal exists in the list. 
Periodicals have been arranged in an alphabetical order. 
2) Journals: Gives the title of the journals. The title has been retained as 
given in the list provided by the publishers or in the title index 
available in the databases. 
> In case there is any change in title, it has been indicated. 
> The * before the title indicates that full text for the 
particular journal is available. 
> When there is no indication mark before the title it indicates 
that only abstract is available for that title 
3) Holdings : Holdings of the journals have been indicated as given 
below. 
> 1987 : Indicates that the journals is available for that year 
only. 
> 1987+: Indicates that the journal is available from 1987 
onwards and being still received. 
> Janl988-sept 1991: Indicates that the journal is available 
from Jan 1988 to Sept 1991. 
> 1991,35(1)-1996,40(9) :Indicates that the journal is 
available from 1991, vol. 35& issue No.l to 1996,vol.40 & 
issue No.9 
4) Database : Gives the name of database in which the journal is covered 
in an abbreviated form. Full name of the database are as follows: 
Abbreviation Full Name 
> ADON ADONIS 
> BPO Business periodical 
> CompL Computer Select 
> GPO General Periodicals 
> lEL lEE/IEEE Electronic library 
Sample Entry 
3539 * Journal of marketing Research Feb 1987+ 
S.No. Journal 
Title 
Holdings 
BPO 
Database 
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CD-ROM DATABASES 
SNo. Name of 
the 
Database 
Total Collections Current Journals(2002) 
Total 
no. of 
journals 
No.of 
journals 
with abst 
only 
No.of 
full text 
journals 
Total 
no.of 
journals 
No.of 
journals 
with abst 
only 
No.of 
ftill text 
journals 
01 ADONIS 798 Nil 798 Nil Nil Nil 
02 BPO #2218 1157 720 1349 836 513 
03 CompL 150 30 120 Nil Nil Nil 
04 GPO 2558 1931 627 2036 1595 441 
05 lEL 166 Nil 166 156 Nil Nil 
TOTAL 5890 3118 2431 3541 2431 1110 
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CHAPTER-5 
DATA ANALYSIS AND 
INTERPRETATION 
After collecting data, analysis and interpretation of this data is very 
important. Analyzing means to categorizing, ordering, manipulation and 
summarizing of data to obtain answer to research problem. The problem for 
present study is "Utilization of CD-ROM Databases by users of 
NISCAIR: a survey". The collected data are organized and tabulated by 
using statistical method such as table and percentage. 
A total number of 50 questionnaires were distributed among the users 
and staff of National Science Library of NISCAIR. Out of these 44 
questionnaire were returned back, so, these are used for analyzing data. 
A- USER RESPONSE 
Purpose of visit to the library 
S.NO. Purpose No. of 
Respondent(N=44) 
Percentage 
(%) 
1 For study 10 22.72 
2 For research 22 50 
3 For search CD-ROM 9 20.46 
4 For browse internet 3 6.82 
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The above table shows that 22.72% of library users visited the library for 
study purpose, whereas 50% for research works & 20.46% user visited for 
CD-ROM Databases. Meaning thereby mostly researcher visited library for 
their research work. 
Table-2 
Kind of E-resources used 
S.NO. Databses No. of 
Respondent(NB44) 
Percentage 
(%) 
1 CD-ROM 8 18.18 
2 Online 15 34.09 
3 E-joumal 17 J8.64 
4 Others 4 9.09 
Mostly users used e-joumal databases in the National Science Library, 
NISCAIR, as 38.64% user responded it. Now ,CSIR has started online search 
facility in NSL under the scheme "Walk in User" which enhanced the use of 
online databases.34.09% user used online databases. 18.18% user us.ed CD-
ROM Database v/here 9.09 used other resources. 
Tabled 
Frequency of using CD-ROM Databases 
S.NO. Frequency No. of 
Respondent(N»44) 
Percentage 
(%) 
1 Daily 2 4.55 
2 Weekly 21 47.72 
3 Monthly 18 40.91 
4 Annually 3 6.82 
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The above data shows that 47.72% user used CD-ROM Databases 
weelcly.40.91% user used CD-ROM Databases monthly whereas only 4.55% 
user used it daily and 6.82% Annually. So, these analysis shows that mostly 
CD-ROM Databases are used weekly. 
Iai2l£d 
Purpose of using CD-ROM Databases 
S.NO. Purpose No. of 
Respondent(N'=44) 
Percentage 
(%) 
1 For study 13 29.55 
2 For research 25 56.82 
3 For teaching 4 9.09 
4 For Other 2 4.54 
Above table shows that mostly researchers are usingh CD-ROM Databases 
for their research work .Analysis shows that 56.82% respondent told that they 
used CD-ROM Databases for their research work.29.53% users are using 
CD-ROM Databases for their study purpose.9.09% using CD-ROM 
Databases for their teaching purpose and 4.54% are using CD-ROM 
Databases for other purpose 
Table-5 
Knowledge about CD-ROM Databases 
S.NO. Source No. of 
Respondent(N=44) 
Percentage 
(%) 
1 Through observation 2 4.55 
2 Through Friend 18 40.91 
3 Through Library Staff 9 20.45 
* 
Through Prospectus 15 
• . 
34.09 
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The above analysis shows that most of the user of National Science Library 
became aware of CD-ROM Databases through friends.40.91% respondent 
expressed that they were told about CD-ROM Databases by their 
friends.34.09% user knew through prospectus of NISCAIR.20.45% by 
Library Staff and only 4,55% through observation. 
Table-6 
Search and retrieval technique used 
S.NO. Search Techniques No. of 
Respondent(N=44) 
Percentage 
(%) 
1 Keywords 22 50 
2 Phrase 5 11.36 
3 Boolean 10 22.73 
4 Truncation 7 15.91 
Above data shows that most of the users of National Science Library are 
using keywords technique for using CD-ROM Database.50% user responded 
that they used keyword for searching their information from CD-ROM 
databases. Where as 22.73% user used Boolean search technique.'5.91% 
used Truncation technique and only 11.36% user used phrase technique. 
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Table-7 
Utility of CD-ROM Databases 
S.NO. Utility No. of 
Respondent(N='44) 
Percentage 
(%) 
Most helpful 25 56.81% 
2 Helpful 17 38.64 
3 Not helpful 2 4.55 
4 others - -
Above analysis shows that most of the respondent told that CD-ROM 
databases arc most helpfUl for their research and study purpose.56.8l% 
respondent said tnat it is most helpful whereas 38.64 user responded that it is 
helpful &. only 4.55% user responded that it is not helpfUl. So, CD-ROM 
Databases are very helpfUl for the researchers and scientist. 
Table-8 
Problem faced while using CD-ROM Databases 
S.No. Response No. of 
Respondent(N=44) 
Percentage 
(%) 
1. Yes 10 22.73 
2. No 34 77.27 
Above data shows that 77.27% respondent said that they were not facing 
any problem or difficulties while using CD-ROM Databases. Whereas 
22.73% user said that they were facing problem while using CD-ROM 
Databases. But that Is because of unawareness of CD-ROM technology. 
Through interview it is examined that the user who was facing difficulties, 
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was not much aware of computer as well as CD-ROM technology or lack of 
training. 
Barrier to use CD-ROM Databases 
S.NO. Barriers No. of 
Respondent(N=»44) 
Percentage 
(%) 
1 Unfamiliar to CD-ROM 4 9.09 
2 Lack of training 10 22.73 
3 Non aviilability of full 
text 
25 56.82 
4 Other 5 11.36 
Mostly users of National Science Library responded that they were not 
using CD-ROM Databases because of non availabilitj- of full text.56.82% 
user said that non availability of full text was the barrier to using the CD-
ROM Databases. Whereas 22.73% user said lack of training was the barrier 
for using CD-ROM Databases.9.09% user told the reason unfamiliar to CD-
ROM databases & 11.36 responded other reason for not using CD-ROM 
Databases. 
Table-10 
Satisfaction with CD-ROM Databases 
S.NO. Satisfied No. of 
Respondent(N-44) 
Percentage 
(%) 
1 Yes 40 90,91 
2 No 4 9.09 
Above table shows that 90.91% respondent were satisfied with CD-ROM 
Databases in National Science Library of NISCAIR. Only 9.09% user said 
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that ihcy were not satisfied with CD-ROM Databases. Thus CD-ROM 
Databases are proving their utility. 
Table-11 
Behavior of Library Staff 
S.NO. Behavior No. of 
Respondent(N=44) 
Percentage 
(%) 
1 Excellent 18 40.91 
2 Good 15 34.09 
3 Average 11 25 
4 Not Good - -
ITie table shows that 40.91% respondent expressed that behavior of library 
staff was excellent.34.09% user said that behavior of library Staff was good 
& 25% said that behavior of library staff was average. Thus the analysis 
shows that the staff of National Science Library are very talented and co-
operative. 
> GPO and ADONIS was most used CD-ROM Databases in National 
Science library, NISCAIR. 
> Users were charged 5 Rs. Per page for printing CD-ROM Databases. 
B-STAFF DATA ANALYSIS 
After user data analysis, the data of staff was analyzed and interpreted, 
which is represented below. 
1) CD-ROM Databases service was introduced in 1994 in National 
Science Library of NISCAIR. 
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2) 25 lack budgets were allocated in 2006 for the subscription of CD-
ROMs in National Science library, NISCAIR. 
3) CD-ROM databases was updated immediately after receiving new 
CDs as weelcly, fortnightly, monthly, etc. according to its frequency. 
Minimum up gradation is weekly. 
4) CD-ROIV- Databases of MSCAIR were networked by using "CD-
ROM Mirror Server" and "Windows NT". 
5) After commencing CD-ROM Databases service, user has been 
increased. 
6) There were no any problems faced by staff while providing access to 
CD-ROM Databases such as slow downloading, lack of training, lack 
of maintenance or financial difficulties. 
7) The staff were well trained for providing CD-ROM Databases Service. 
8) There were total 21 CD-ROM Databases available in National Science 
Library, NISCAIR. 
9) CD-ROM Databases has changed the information seeking behavior of 
users. 
10)The documentation officer of NSL,NISCAIR suggested that for any 
library for providing CD-ROM Databases, staff must have adequate 
. knowledge of computer and retrieval software, carefiil handling of 
CDs, record keeping, CD-ROM networking for multi user access. 
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CONCLUSION, FINDINGS AND 
SUGGESTIONS 
The present study is sought to examine the utilization level of 
CD-ROM database service in National science library NISCAIR. Most 
of the objectives are meeting satisfactory. The study reveals that most 
of the uuers are satisfied with the use of CD-ROM database in 
NISCAIR. From this study the investigator has been able to find out 
that maximum users of NISCAIR Library use e-journals and Online 
Databases from their library for their study and research purpose. Most 
of the NISCAIR users use CD-ROM for study & research purpose and 
read full text through computer. Library users are facing not any 
problem. But since the introduction of online databases most of the 
user use online databases rather than CD-ROM databases. 
FINDINGS FROM USER ANALYSIS 
O Most of respondents are reported to visit the library vi^ ith the 
purpose of research (50%). 
O It has been observed from the analysis that the library users 
access CD-ROM only from National Science library. 
O Analysis reveals that e-journals are most popular electronic 
resource among users of NISCAIR library followed by Online 
databases. 
O Majority of NISCAIR users are using CD-ROM database for 
the purpose jf study and research. 
O The analysis of data indicated that ADONIS and GPO CD-
ROM databases are most used. 
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O Mostly users of NISCAIR Library use CD-ROM database 
service weel<ly. 
O Majority of the users became aware of CD-ROM Databases 
llirough friends and prospectus of NSL, NISCAIR. 
O Majority of users of NISCAIR library are uses the keyword 
search techniques. 
O A majority of the users are not facing any problem while 
searching CD-ROM database service. 
O Majority of the users are expressed their view that the library 
staff are good and there behaviour is excellent. 
O Majority of NISCAIR library users are felt that CD-ROM 
database service save their time. 
FINDINGS FROM STAFF DATA ANALYSIS 
O NISCAIR Library commenced CD-ROM service in the year 
1994. 
O National Science Library, NISCAIR allocated 25 lack for CD-
ROM database for the year (2006). 
3 Frequency of up gradation of CD-ROM database is weekly. 
. O All types of users such as researchers, students and faculty 
members are using CD-ROM database service. 
O GPO and ADONIS are most popular among NISCAIR Library 
users. 
O Ihe staff of NISCAIR said that there is an impact on users 
after introduction of CD-ROM databases. 
SUGGESTIONS 
The present study puts forward the following suggestions to be 
implemented for the improvement of CD-ROM service in NISCAIR 
Library. 
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O Users studies should be conducted to know about electronic 
information needs of users as well as problems they are 
facing while searching information through CD-ROM. This 
will help the library staff to be aware of user needs. 
O In service training should be given to those library 
professionals who are already working so that they may have 
a better understanding. Different methods such as holding, 
formal, courses, workshops, seminars, lectures, discussion 
jgroups etc can carry out staff training programme. The 
training should be practical oriented instead of theory based. 
O Users training programme should also be conducted for 
proper utilization of CD-ROM database service/electronic 
resources. 
O The library should organize regular workshops to enhanced 
usage of CD-ROM database. 
O Library of NISCAIR should provide sufficient CD-ROM 
database specially in technical fieldis for users. 
O It would be better if the library provide personalized service 
for users through CD-ROM database service. 
O The users should be taught about the search strategies. 
O A large number of CD-ROM database users are satisfied with 
the CD-ROM database service available in NISCAIR library 
Delhi. 
RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The present study brings into light on several topics on which 
further research can be directed. Based on the findings of the present 
study the following suggestions have been made for further research 
as: 
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ConcCiision, TincCings and Suggestions 
O The study can be extended to all science and technology 
institute libraries in India. 
O Comparative study can be conducted to know the utilization 
level of CD-ROM database service by user of science and 
technological Libraries in Delhi/India 
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ConcCusion, (Findings ancCSuggestions 
TENABILITY OF HYPOTHESES 
Tenability of hypothesis can be checked in the light of above 
findings. 
/. Majority of the library users are utilizing the available CD-
ROM service at NISCAIR Delhi Library, 
It is evident from the result of the study that most of the users of 
NISCAIR Library arc utilizing e-journals & online databases (Table-2) 
than CD-ROM database service so that this hypothesis proved to be 
null. 
2. Most of the users are satisfied with the CD-ROM services 
provided by the library. 
The finding reveals that a good percentage of users are satisfied 
with CD-ROM services provided by the Library of NISCAIR, so the 
hypothesis becomes true (Table-10). 
3. CD-ROM services available In the library are adequate to meet 
the information needs of the users. 
According to the result of this study, most of the users are 
expressed their views that CD-ROM are adequate to fulfillment of their 
requirements. So this hypothesis becomes fully true. 
4. Most of the users are satisfied with the behaviour of Library 
staff 
According to the result of this study most of the users expressed 
their views that the staff is very cooperative and good enough. 
Therefore, the hypothesis is proved to be true (Table-11). 
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DEPARMENT OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE 
ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY,ALIGARH 
Dear friends, 
I am conducting a survey on "Utilization of CD-ROM Databases by 
users of NISCAlR"for my M.L.I.Sc.dissertation work. In this regard, I 
would like to request you to fill up this questionnaire and give your 
valuable suggestions in the space provided. 
For your kind consideration, I will be grateful to you. 
Yours sincerely 
(Vasiullah) 
Questionnaire for users 
(please fill the information in blank space or put mark on as applicable in each case) 
Personal details: 
Name: 
Status: Student/research scholar/faculty members 
1. What is the it\ain purpose of your visit to the library? 
(a) For study ( ) (b) For research ( ) 
(c) For search CD-ROM ( ) (d) For browse internet ( )-
2. Do you access electronic resources? Yes/No 
If yes, what kind of resources 
(a) CD-ROM Databases ( ) (b) Online databases ( ) 
(c)E-joumals ( ) (d) Others ( ) 
3; Do you use CD-ROM Databases services? 
If yes, please mention two CD-ROM Databases 
» (ii) 
4. What is the main purpose of using CD-Rom Databases? 
(a) For study ( ) (b) For research ( ) 
(c) For teaching ( ) (d) Others ( ) 
5. From wherti do you come to know that CD-ROM Database service available in 
your library? 
(a) Through observation ( ) (b) Through friends ( ) 
(c) Through library staff ( ) (d) Through prospectus ( ) 
6. From where do you access to CD-ROM Databases? 
(a) Library ( ) (b) Department ( ) 
(^ ) Hostel ( ) (d) Computer center ( ) 
^ (^)Home ( ) (f) Other places ( ) 
7. How often do you use CD-ROM Databases? 
. (a) Daily ( ) (b) Weekly ( ) 
(c) Monthly ( ) (d) Annually ( ) 
8. Are you provided any training or help to use CD-ROM Databases? Yes/No 
9. What are the various search and retrieval methods used by you? 
(a) Keyword search ( ) (b) Phrase search ( ) 
(c) Boolean search ( ) (d) Truncation search ( ) 
10. How do you feel about information access through CD-ROM Database service? 
(a) Most helpful ( ) (b) Helpful ( ) 
(c) Not helpful ( ) (d) Others ( ) 
11. Can you feel CD-ROM database service save your time? Yes/No 
If yes,how 
12. Are you satisfied with CD-ROM database service available in your library? 
Yes/No 
If no, please write two reasons. 
(0 (ii) 
13. Are you facing any problem while using CD-ROM Databases? Yes/No 
If yes, please specify 
14. What are the barriers that prevent you to use CD-ROM Database service in library? 
(a) Unfamiliar to CD-ROM ( ) (b) Lack of training ( ) 
(c) Non-availability of full text ( ) (d) Others ( ) 
15. Do you pay for using CD-ROM Database service? Yes/No 
If yes. How much per month/annum 
16. How do you find the behaviour of library staff in relation to use CD-ROM 
Databases service? 
(a) Excellent ( ) (b) Good ( ) 
(c) Average ( ) (d) Not good ( ) 
17. Please give your valuable suggestion to improvement of CD-ROM Database 
Services and mode of access 
Thank you 
DEPARMENT OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE 
ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY.ALIGARH 
Sir/Madam, 
I am conducting a survey on "Utilization of CD-ROM Databases by 
users of NISCAIR" for my M.L.I.Sc. Dissertation work. In this regard, I 
would like to request you to fill up this questionnaire and give your 
valuable suggestions in the space provided. 
For your kind consideration, I will be grateful to you. 
Yours sincerely 
(VasiuUah) 
Questionnaire for staff 
(please fill the information in blank space or put mark on as applicable in each case) 
Personal details: 
Name: • 
Designation; 
1. When a CD-ROM database service was introduced in your library 
2. Who developed CD-ROM database service for your library? 
(a) Librarian ( ) (b) Library staff ( ) 
(c) Students ( ) (c) Private agency ( ) 
3. How much fund was allotted by the library committee for library committee for 
CD-ROM Database service in 2006 
4. The frequency of up gradation of CD-ROM Databases. 
(a) Daily ( ) (b) Weekly ( ) 
(c) Monthly ( ) (d) Annually ( ) 
5. Is CD-ROM Database networked? Yes/No 
If yes, which software is being used for networking purpose? 
6; Did you find any impact on users after the introduction of CD-ROM service? 
Yes/No 
If yes, what impact you find 
(a) User decreased ( ) (b) User increased ( ) 
7. What are the problems facing by you while providing access to CD-ROM 
Database services? 
(a) Slow downloading ( ) (b) Lack of maintenance ( ) 
(c)Lcck of training ( ) (d) Financial difficulties ( ) 
8. Have you attend any training program to provide CD-ROM services? Yes/No 
9. Do you feel CD-ROM training is essential for staff and users? Yes/No 
10. Are you member of any CD-ROM consortia? Yes/No 
U. How many CD-ROM Databases is in your library? 
12. Criteria of subscription of CD-ROM Databases, 
13. Which agency is helping in the maintenance of CD-ROM Database service ano 
how much amount do you spend per year for this purpose? 
Agency Amount 
14. What percentage of users are using CD-ROM Database in your library? 
(a) Researchers % (b) Students % 
(c) Faculty members % (d) Others % 
15. Have CD-ROM Databases changed the information seeking behaviour of users? 
Yes/No 
16. Please give your valuable suggestions for CD-ROM Database services available 
in your libr'ary. 
Thank you 
